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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2022697A1] Communication system for vehicles, particularly railway vehicles or the like and stationary units, which system provides:
equipment on each railway vehicle which so called on-board equipment is associated to a section transmitting signals interrogating at least one
or more operating stationary units each one provided at one of various predetermined locations of the vehicle route and particularly of the railway
line and which equipment is associated to a section receiving reply signals of at least one or more operating stationary units that have been
interrogated, while operating stationary units are provided with receiving/transmitting means for receiving interrogation signals and for transmitting
reply signals. According to the invention, the transmission section of the equipment on a vehicle produces an interrogation signal composed of a
carrier wave that is frequency-modulated according to a modulation key corresponding to a univocal identification code of the railway vehicle or the
like that is different and unique for each vehicle, while receiving/transmitting means of operating stationary units receive said interrogation signal
and re-transmit it to the receiving section associated to the on-board equipment adding the signal contribution containing reply information of the
corresponding operating stationary unit in the form of a carrier modulation by said reply information to the signal received and frequency-modulated
with the vehicle identification code.
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